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Notes from the Chair: Why Sing Out?
by Carol Ann Weaver
Today we mark a new era for ACWC. Too many crucial losses, too many
reminders of the importance of our very existence are playing out in front
of us. As 2016 turns into 2017, we at ACWC find ourselves in a time of
unusual reflection, if not outright shock, bewilderment, and even denial.
While our own association is growing and thriving, we are experiencing
some significant losses and ‘changes of the guard’ that affect us
profoundly in the larger world. Right now, it is crucial for us to find
things we can believe in and celebrate, so as to work ahead effectively in these troubling days of
change and possible loss.
Recently, we said goodbye to one of the most influential musicians, composers, innovators,
philosophers, and human beings of our time: American composer Pauline Oliveros, who died
peacefully in her sleep in her home in NY State on November 24 at age 84. We mourn her
passing as one of the greatest musical inspirations of our generation, a person who transcended
musical, national, artistic, stylistic boundaries, and an outspoken feminist whose musical impact
is arguably comparable to that of John Cage or R. Murray Schafer. Her legacy includes
the widest possible range of innovative compositional, improvisational, meditational,
philosophical, electroacoustic, and interactive work incorporating meditation, dream, sound,
space, movement, martial arts, software, graphics, poetics, and the natural environment.
She coined the term and concept, Sonic Meditation, which is widely practiced, and was included
in various earlier ACWC group meetings. She also established and coined the term
Deep Listening that fosters a new awareness of attentive listening, with workshops occurring
globally.
ACWC member Gayle Young has organized many such Oliveros workshops, most recently in
August 2016 near Orillia, Ontario. (See her article, "Deep Listening with Pauline Oliveros" in
the Spring/Summer 2016 ACWC Journal, p. 18-19) ACWC member Tina Pearson has also
worked extensively with Oliveros, and I too was privileged to attend a Deep Listening workshop
in Halliburton forest, organized by Gayle. American composer/vocalist Kristin Norderval, who
has done significant work with Oliveros comments, “yes, beloved Pauline . . . mentor to so many
of us, new music pioneer and extraordinary artist, never to afraid to speak out on important
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issues,” and well known American composer Judith Zaimont says, “Pauline Oliveros was an
absolutely major figure – innovator, prod, champion, appreciative yet uncompromising in her
own direction. She stirred the pot in fruitful ways, and pioneered ‘the road not yet taken’ for
many, many younger composers.” (Norderval and Zaimont, quoted by permission, are selected
from dozens of Oliveros tributes via IAWM listserv emails.) Oliveros frequently visited Canada,
and belongs to the larger world of innovative music, meditation and sonic ecology. She will be
missed by all!
But a few weeks earlier, we experienced a stunning, unexpected, large-scale global loss – that of
a woman becoming President of the United States. Hillary Clinton won some two million more
popular votes than her opponent, but thanks to the archaic Electoral College, created to benefit
19th C. slave owners, the throne goes to one of the most misogynist, racist, narcissistic,
authoritarian, divisive and mean-spirited persons in North American political history. In her
concession speech, Hillary Clinton implored all of us to “never stop believing that fighting for
what’s right is worth it!” She also addressed a population rarely mentioned in political speeches:
“and all the little girls who are watching this, never doubt that you are valuable, and powerful,
and deserving of every chance and opportunity in the world to pursue and achieve your own
dreams.” (Hillary Clinton - Concession Speech, Nov. 9, 2016 http://www.cnn.com/2016/11/09/
politics/hillary-clinton-concession-speech/)
We have entered a new era where values so many of us have believed in and worked for our
entire lives seem poised to slip under the thumb of a man who seems determined to turn back the
clock hundreds of years. ACWC joins sister organizations, such as IAWM (International
Alliance for Women in Music), the European Fondazione Adkins Chiti: Donne in Musica,
Women’s World International Conferences, FTM (Feminist Theory and Music) Conferences,
Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival, and the many other womanist/feminist organizations around
the world, all of whom have been playing a steady but sure role of keeping women’s voice alive,
active, audible, informed and exuberant for decades.
Sometimes it is thought that we don’t need separate women’s associations. Just look around us.
Our voice is needed, is ‘required listening’ now more than ever before, for Canada, for the
world. How else do we move forward, how else do we restore sanity, regain a spirit of hope,
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and address sexism, racism, and myriad other ‘isms’ that tear us apart, especially in these
impossibly desperate times?
We find hope when self-identified-feminist, Canadian Premier Justin Trudeau, opts to visit
Liberian President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf (Nobel peace prize winner and the only female African
head of state) on his brief November, 2016 tour to Africa, where he has made pleas for LGBGQ
rights, for women’s increased access to abortion, for more women to be able to be active in
politics, and for all people to see ‘women’s rights’ as ‘human rights.’
We find hope as Germany’s Angela Merkel, who welcomes immigrants and believes in freedoms
we cannot afford to lose, is fast becoming the political leader and moral conscience of the
Western world.
We find hope when Canada chooses its first woman, civil-rights activist Viola Desmond, to
appear on a Canadian dollar bill. She will appear on the $10 in 2018. Other contenders were
First Nations poet E. Pauline Johnson/Tekahionwake, engineer Elizabeth MacGill, athlete Fanny
Boserfeld, and Quebecois feminist journalist Idola SaintJean. http://www.theglobeandmail.com/
news/national/women-on-banknotes-viola-desmond/article33264617
And most immediately we find hope when our own ACWC member Elaine Keillor is named to
the Order of Canada for her work in promoting Canadian musical heritage! To her, and to all of
us, this is a tremendous honour, one that comes along maybe once a century for Canadian
women musicians. And that Keillor, a pianist and long-time ACWC member, is chosen, gives us
confidence to continue our work! (see further article about Keillor on page 5 of this issue.)
So why sing out? Because this is our hour. We need to sing for ourselves, for young girls and
boys, for women and men everywhere. And why continue ACWC? Because it is (almost)
2017!
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Reflections on my career
by Elaine Keillor
This year of 2016 has been a momentous one for me. After
giving invited lectures and recitals in England during February
and singing with the Ottawa Bach Choir on tour in China, I
received the news of being appointed to the Order of Canada.
That was closely followed by the bestowal of a Doctor of
Music Honoris Causa from Carleton University in November.
How did I get to this point?

I grew up in a South-western Ontario village in a musical
household with my mother being the pre-eminent music teacher of the area. She said that she
could not actually recall teaching me to play the piano as I would just go to the instrument and
play what she had been teaching the last student. In any case I began taking the Conservatory
exams at the age of four and thereon regularly took two grades a year. That was soon
supplemented by studies on the violin too. My parents had already taken me to see an opera
when I was three and apparently I went around the house singing tunes from Carmen for days
afterwards. They insisted that I should be allowed to attend the Community Concerts series
among others even though there was a ‘twelve years and older’ rule in place. Their
determination paid off and I consequently remember being thrilled by many fine musicians. It
was the recital by Gina Bachauer, though, that inspired me to be a professional pianist.

Having obtained my ARCT with all of the theoretical requirements completed at the age of ten, a
record that remained in place for over six decades, I was receiving instruction from Reginald
Bedford, and briefly Carl Friedberg. I began playing concertos with orchestra and doing full
recitals. After receiving my secondary school diploma through home schooling, I pursued studies
and performing in Europe. Then returned to Canada to embark on the Young Artists’ crossCanada tour. A hand injury ensued that was not accurately diagnosed for some five years.
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Frustrations with trying to continue to perform under those circumstances led me to embark on
something different - non-musical university studies. Eventually I did get back into music by
becoming the first woman to graduate with a doctorate in musicology from the University of
Toronto. Along the way I began pursuing another interest inspired by my mother who was a
student of the Canadian composer, W. O. Forsyth. When I was hired by Carleton University as a
specialist in Canadian music, as well as Baroque and Classical periods, I was able to continue to
research the musical production of our country, both historical and contemporary. Having
participated in several concerts of works by graduate students in composition, I continued to
regularly perform premieres.

Finding that there was a dearth of written information available - apart from the Encyclopedia of
Music in Canada - for teaching purposes, I soon embarked on trying to fill that lacuna. Being
involved in the work of the Canadian Musical Heritage Society I was thrilled to find so many
treasures from the past to study and perform. Subsequently my books on John Weinzweig and
then Music In Canada aimed to put that musical development into context. Meanwhile, I had
become involved in learning about the music-making of Indigenous cultures. That led to the
creation of several educational websites and the Encyclopedia of Native Music in North America.

In other words, my career is summed up in the citation for the Order of Canada: ‘A renowned
pianist and musicologist, Elaine Keillor has enriched out understanding of Canada’s musical
culture… She has focused her research on historical and contemporary Canadian music. Notably,
her book “Music in Canada” has set the standard for study in this field. She has also worked to
preserve the music and culture of Canada’s Indigenous peoples by introducing the study of First
Peoples’ music in universities, and she has worked extensively with First Nations communities to
help showcase their musical heritage.”

Elaine Keillor, CM
Distinguished Research Professor Emerita
Carleton University
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Composing for Elementary Piano Students
by Edith Covach
When I compose pieces for young piano students, I see an
opportunity to present young minds with a double-sided
pianistic experience, which on one hand allows them to explore
the sound possibilities offered by the instrument and on the
other acts as medium to awake a life-time passion for this
wonderful discipline of self-expression.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

There are various filters I used as a young child myself, and
which I now use as a teacher and composer for young piano
students, as shown below. Before picking titles and musical
ideas, these points should be addressed:
Is the title age-appealing? (Titles should be easily understood by young students)
Is there a theme/sound relationship? (The sound and physical motion should resemble
what the title describes as much as possible.)
Is the hand choreography fun and attractive, and does the music present interesting
challenges?
Will the difficulty level allow for proper interpretation and fluency? It is important to
consider specifics that apply to each level in order to be assured of progressive learning
and graded development, balanced by a strong sense of accomplishment even from early
levels and simple pieces.
Repertoire should allow for guided and significant opportunities for students to develop
creativity; for that purpose, nothing works better than improvisatory styles of music.
Thematic variety: themes, ranging from early to modern, could include childhood games,
science-related imageries (seasons, animals, other aspects of nature), outer space,
electronic and digital icons, and other contemporary ideas attractive to children. Seasonal
events like Christmas, Easter, Halloween, and summer celebrations, also work well.

It is good to remember that in early stages of learning, children learn best through “play-like”
experiences, with imagination arguably running strongest in the early stages of their lives.
Below is a chart that will systematically provide basic musical elements that should be
progressively included by levels. (Note, levels are only a “suggestion”, but can act as a guide.)
RCM Preparatory Levels A & B:
Scales: pentatonic scales (C major-minor, A minor, D minor, G major) as well as scales shared
by RH-LH.
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Keyboard range: mid range for the RH-8ve, lower range for LH
Hand positions: one position, with rare position shifts occurring only at the octave, one hand at
a time
Dynamics: simple, single dynamics – p, mf, f (no graded dynamics)
Rhythm: use quarter, half and whole notes, with eighth note used only by stepwise motion and
no longer than one beat; use quarter rests sparingly
Meter: simple time – 2/4; 3/4; 4/4 – in order to develop a strong sense of pulse
Harmony/chords: LH reinforces harmony through single bass notes or cadential triads or open
fifths; slow use of broken-blocked tonic chord; clustering of 2-3 black keys
Intervals (horizontal): melodic 2nds with steps of 3rds and harmonic skips of 3rds, 4ths, 5ths
Articulations: slurs, tied notes, staccatos, with no sudden, single accents
Pedalling: use sparingly (i.e. for the final chord, in order to develop basic coordination skills)
Timbre exploration: rhythmic patterns may be produced by knocking on the sound board of the
instrument, depressing keys without making sound while holding down the damper pedal, or
clapping
RCM Grade 1:
Scales: full octaves (one octave, maximum) in diatonic C major, G major, A minor (could use
harmonic), F major, chromatic, whole tone, exotic scales, modal scales, blues scales
Keyboard range: mid-range – three octaves (i.e. G2 to G5)
Hand positions: can use more positions, allowing sufficient time for shifts when jumping the
octave or leaping intervals; use scale passage by means of thumb under or “thumb above”
Dynamics: pp, p, mp, mf, f.
Rhythm: same as above, with additional eighth note passages filling in for 2 beats in stepwise
motion, combined with limited skips of thirds, and with dotted quarter-eighth combinations
Meter: simple and compound time in 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; mixed meters (i.e. 3/8 + 2/8)
Harmony/chords: three note chords, open fifth chords, used mainly cadentially
Intervals (horizontal): same as above
Articulations: same as above, with sparing use of sfz and shifted accents
Pedalling: occasional increasing use for longer time periods
RCM Grade 2:
Scale: same as above, adding E minor, 1-flat scales: F major, D major, D minor (minor scales
use both in harmonic and melodic form).
Keyboard range: 4 octaves: two octaves up, two octaves down from middle C
Hand positions: use all shifts by hand position change, finger crossing, or other.
Dynamics: same as above; begin using graded dynamics – crescendos, diminuendos, ff
Rhythm: add dotted eighth-sixteenth combinations
Meter: simple and compound in 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
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Harmony/chords: use homophonic settings of closed position chords, as well as hands
alternating between varied chordal settings on individual hands; do not exceed the harmonic
interval of a 6th. Use of secondary dominants. Simple modulations to dominant.
Intervals: same as above, adding melodic P8ves
Articulations: same as above, with increasing variety of articulations
Pedalling: rhythmic pedalling throughout, with introduction of syncopated pedalling
RCM Grade 3:
Scale: same as above, adding Bb major and G minor harmonic and melodic
Keyboard range: entire keyboard
Hand positions: use all positions, arriving at new positions carefully
Dynamics: all ranges, including both contrasts and graded dynamics
Rhythm: same as above, adding eighth rest/eighth note combination.
Meter: same as above
Harmony/chords: same as above, gradually expanding into 3- or 4-note chords, with harmonic
intervals of 3rds, 4ths and 5ths (total span shouldn't exceed the 6th. Tip: the more notes stacked
together, the shorter the span of the chord.)
Intervals: same as above
Articulations: same as above
Pedalling: rhythmic, syncopated, not restricted to harmony, used occasionally or continuously
RCM Grade 4:
Scale: same as above, plus 3 sharps (A major) and 3 flats (Eb major, C minor), B minor, and
atonal patterns. Minor scales may use either harmonic or melodic form.
Keyboard range: entire keyboard
Hand positions: use all positions, with multiple shifts
Dynamics: all ranges and spectrums
Rhythm: same as above, using 16ths sparingly, and adding a few16th note subdivisions (32nds in
eight note pulses)
Meter: all meters – simple, compound, mixed, asymmetrical
Harmony/chords: use extended settings of 2-note chords up to the span of a 6th per hand; free
use of modulation/tonal centre changes.
Intervals: melodically, use all intervals; harmonically, expand up to a 7th but consider the size of
the hand of young players, withP8 being optional; use arpeggiated passages at moderate tempo
Articulations: all
Pedalling: same as above
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Twinkle-ludio is an example of a RCM Level 4 piano piece; it is chromatic, uses unusual chord
formations and multiple hand positions, and has 16th-note runs.
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New Members
Julia Mermelstein is a composer, pianist, and educator living in Kitchener, Ontario, originally
from Halifax. Her music deals with sound textures and subtle changes in timbre that reveal a
sense of duality. Julia’s compositions focus on capturing
moments and states of mind that people experience but
might overlook in today’s fast-paced world. She has always
had a strong fascination with music’s role in dance due to
her long involvement and training in ballet. She’s curious
about how music affects movement and the way they can
interact.

Julia’s compositions have been performed by The Array Ensemble, Ensemble Arkea, Toy Piano
Composers Ensemble, Quatuor Bozzini, Nostos Dance Collectives, Windermere String Quartet,
DaCapo Chamber Choir, Quatrix, Orchestre Symphonique de l’Isle and presented at
Arraymusic YCW, Montréal Contemporary Music Lab, New Voices Festival, and Open Ears
Festival. Julia was one of five finalists chosen in 4e édition du concours Accès Arkea. She recently
finished a commission for Blue Rider Ensemble to be premiered in 2017 and is currently working
on a new work for Caution Tape Sound Collective for March 2017.

Julia received a B.F.A specializing in Music Composition under Dr. Georges Dimitrov and piano
performance under Yaron Ross at Concordia University, Montréal in 2013. She has continued
her composition studies privately with Linda Catlin Smith, Brian Harman, and Juliet Palmer.
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Georgina Craig grew up in rural Oxfordshire, England. She developed an interest in
composition whilst studying under Derek Hyde at Canterbury Christ Church University. After
obtaining a first class honours degree in Music and English Literature, she
continued her studies with a postgraduate performers course at Trinity
College of Music, London, where she studied voice under Elizabeth Hawes
and John Kitchener.

In 1998, Georgina completed a postgraduate

certificate of education from the University of Reading and went on to
teach high school music.

From 1999 to 2004 Georgina was a voice and flute specialist teacher for the North Somerset
County Music Service. During this time she was able to indulge her passion for composing and
arranging while working with a variety of youth ensembles. She was a member of the all-female
vocal ensemble Lyrica, who performed many of her arrangements and compositions. Georgina
also performed in the ensemble Kantando, arranging much of the group’s repertoire.

In September of 2005 Georgina moved to Canada with her family and here she began to really
develop her passion for composing for voice. She currently lives on Vancouver Island and is on
faculty in the Department of Early Childhood Music at the Victoria Conservatory of Music and
Director of the Viva Youth Voices Concerto Ensemble. Georgina’s music has been performed
by choirs in Europe and across Canada – including Sine Nomine , Spiritus Chamber Choir, The
Canadian Camber Choir, Il Sono, Vox Humana and Ensemble Laude. Recent awards include
Winner of the 2016 CFMTA Canadian National Music Week Composition for Junior Vocal
Ensemble; Winner of the 2011 CFMTA Canadian National Music Week Art Song Competition
and Winner of the 2009 Calgary NATS Contemporary Art Song Composition.
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Turning Points and Relationships: Mementos from our Sisters
in New Music
by Cheryl Duvall and Ilana Waniuk
Thin Edge New Music Collective is dedicated to presenting,
commissioning and performing works that reflect the diversity of
our contemporary artistic landscape on both a local and global
scale. Founded in 2011 by co-artistic directors violinist Ilana
Waniuk and pianist Cheryl Duvall, since TENMC’s inception
in 2011 we have had the opportunity to program works by 40
women composers, 29 of which were commissions.
Like many classical musicians, our musical training was responsible for developing and instilling
the concept of a musical canon. TENMC Co-artistic director and pianist Cheryl Duvall has a
distinct memory of leafing through the RCM piano books as a child and being excited when she
would come across a piece by a female composer. It left her wondering, “where are all the
women? Don’t they write music too?” That being said, our formative studies at Wilfrid Laurier
University brought us into contact with a vibrant composition faculty, including Linda Catlin
Smith, who provided us with our first opportunity to move beyond the idea of a ‘canon’ and see
our peers as creators. We began to view contemporary classical music as a living breathing entity.
Our first collaborative experiences with composers stemmed from our time at WLU and directly
led us, years later, to create TENMC. We were struck by the relevance and poignancy of
contemporary music and were drawn to the limitless diversity of musical expression that
contemporary composers draw inspiration from. As performers, we were intrigued by the ability
of new music to reflect such a great variety of personal experiences and were fascinated by the
fact that working with living composers allowed us the opportunity to develop a meaningful
relationship with the artist themselves. Being able to ask questions and fine tune works leading up
to a performance under the guidance of the creator- or the experience of working with
composers who know you personally, and are familiar with the nuances of your personality and
means of musical expression was something we had only dreamed of being able to do when
studying traditional repertoire!
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During the course of our time as co-artistic directors of Thin Edge we have grown to believe
implicitly in the pressing need to provide a platform and voice for women composers. Through
curating TENMC’s programming we make a conscientious effort to strive for equal
representation over the course of our seasonal programming in order to support female peers
through commissioning and performance. Our goal is to present nuanced and meaningful
performances of existing works as well as works yet to be created - fostering community and new
artistic relationships in the process.
We’re truly honored to have had the opportunity to work closely with so many incredibly talented
female composers over the years. The artistic relationships we’ve built and experiences we’ve
shared are too numerous to list in this article but we wanted to share three selected stories that
have been directly instrumental to the growth of our ensemble both artistically and professionally.
Our very first collaboration was with multi-talented Toronto-based composer/improviser/
vocalist/violist Tova Kardonne (b. 1980). In fact the name of our collective, drawn from the
expression “thin edge of the wedge”, was suggested to us by Tova. We loved the imagery- which
not only suggests being at the vanguard of something new and potentially precarious but also
hints at great depths of meaning lying just beneath the surface. Tova’s music reaches across
artistic disciplines and genres incorporating elements from diverse aspects of her musical
background including jazz, World fusion, Balkan and Klezmer alongside more traditional
classical idioms. Tova was instrumental in orchestrating our first collaborative workshop
experience at the Banff Centre in 2012. This residency was the first time that we had the chance
to work on a daily basis with a composer and witness the development of each successive musical
idea, as it grew sketch by sketch into the final work.
Every season TENMC presents ‘Premieres’, a concert dedicated to showcasing world premieres
by emerging composers from Canada and beyond. Tova’s vibrant duo ‘Some Pubescent Notions
of Group Dynamics’ (2012) for piano, and violin was one of our very first commissions and led
to a further collaboration between TENMC and experimental vocal ensemble Grex in 2014, for
which Tova created ‘Macrowave’, written for GREX and 7 members of TENMC’s core
ensemble.
One of the greatest challenges facing presenters of new music is to find opportunities to perform
new works beyond the premiere. As musicians, we learn so much from each subsequent
performance. Every audience is unique and feeds a distinctive energy to any given concert. It
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can be impacted by so many different factors; acoustics, ambience, current events..the list goes
on. Over the process of repeatedly sharing a work with new audiences we inevitably discover
unexpected ways of listening and phrasing as our understanding of the work deepens over time.
Anna Höstman is another composer whose hauntingly beautiful works have played a major role
in several seasons of TENMC programming. As a Toronto-based artist working in sound and
composition, Victoria born Höstman (b.1972) is interested in investigating experimental uses of
language and text, often resulting in the creative exploration of processes where source materials
can be broken down into fragments and put into new relationships with each other. Anna’s violin
and piano duo, Lattice (2013 rev 2015), was one of TENMC’s first commissions and was inspired
by the art of conceptual artist Liang Shaoji (b. 1945), who incorporates silkworms at varying
stages of their life cycle into his extraordinary artistic practice. We were incredibly lucky to have
the chance to not only share this work with audiences in Toronto, Banff and Italy, but more
recently, Anna has revised the work and it has since gone on to be performed brilliantly by Carol
Lynn Fujino and Laurent Phillippe of Continuum Contemporary Music at their 30th
Anniversary concert, at The Music Gallery, in March 2015.

Through Closed Doors, composed by Anna Pidgorna for the Thin Edge New Music Collective
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Collaboration, be it with composers, performers, or other artistic disciplines is one of the
cornerstones of our ensemble mandate and something which we find deeply satisfying and
endlessly fascinating to pursue. TENMC is involved in several longterm artistic partnerships.
‘Raging Against the Machine” is an ongoing touring, recording and concert project with
Montreal-based Ensemble Paramirabo. One of the most important components of RATM is the
exchange of resources between ensembles. This is achieved by each respective ensemble
recommending a composer with close personal ties to the other, for the creation of a new work
for the project. For our first recording and cross Canada tour, we chose to recommend Anna
Höstman to EP resulting in the creation of ‘Fog’ (2014) for violin, cello, piano, flute and clarinet.
‘Fog’, which explores the idea of searching for meaning in the unknown, was generously
commissioned and recorded with support from the Canada Council for the Arts and Ontario
Arts Council. Stay tuned for the release of our first collaborative commercially released album,
‘Raging Against the Machine’, featuring Ensemble Parmirabo’s delicately nuanced performance
of Anna’s work on the Redshift Records label in early 2017!
Feb/March 2017 will see TENMC and EP reunite for RATM II - Coming Together. This time
around we suggested Anna Pidgorna, another composer whose original works are very close to
our hearts and imagination. Anna Pidgorna (b. 1984) is a Ukrainian born, and Vancouver raised
SOCAN award winning composer, artist and vocalist, who combines traditional music making,
visual arts, writing, and even carpentry in her multimedia practice. TENMC has had the
opportunity to work with Anna on several occasions and has witnessed firsthand as her love of
visual arts in addition to her studies of Ukrainian folk music (and vocal music in particular) has
become increasingly melded with her singular and profoundly emotional musical language – her
music strives to push each performer to reach new visceral depths of musical expression. In 2014
Anna created ‘Through Closed Doors’ for two violins and antique door. This duo is one of the
most original and visually arresting scores that TENMC has ever performed. ‘Through Closed
Doors’ is a powerful work involving a form of unique and beautiful graphic notation which Anna
developed specifically for this work. Reminiscent of an exquisitely illuminated manuscript,
Anna’s notation eliminates most accents, dynamics and bow pressure markings by incorporating
them directly into the staff lines. Painstakingly transcribed on each side of the door, in Anna’s
own words, “The wavering staves resemble natural wood patterns and invite the performers to
approach the score more intuitively.”
In addition to women composers, we find ourselves collaborating with many women performers.
Consciously or unconsciously, TENMC’s core membership has come to be comprised of 70%
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women. One of our most recent collaborations ‘Balancing on the Edge’, was a 40 person
production pairing new music and new circus, which was developed in partnership with A Girl in
the Sky Productions. Our cast and crew was made up of 75% women. BOTE, explored via a
deeply integrated relationship between contemporary music and contemporary circus arts, the
myriad of ways in which modern humanity is precariously balanced on the edge of survival and
evolution. The result of three years of intensive planning, performance, administration and

Natasha Danchenko and Rebecca Leonard (Photo: Terry Lim)

art-making, BOTE was presented in association with the Harbourfront Centre’s NextSteps
Dance Series at the Harbourfront Centre Theatre in mid November 2016. TENMC has formed
countless bonds, both artistic and personal, with fellow women musicians, composers and artists
of other disciplines over the course of our 6 seasons. We are so thankful to work in a field where
we can support and be supported by the incredible and inspirational talents of our female peers
and we look forward to meaningful future collaborations with female art-makers - both planned
and as yet to be developed - as we navigate our way through the male-dominated music industry.
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Women and Headphone Use in Urban Space: Composing
Soundscapes of Safety
By: Sarah Godfrey
About a year ago, I decided I wanted to initiate a new
journey in listening. This would require that I find the
willpower to remove my headphones in the various
urban landscapes woven into my daily patterns of
movement. Tinnitus was becoming noticeable in my
quiet moments when no other ambient noise was
present to distract my ears, and I recognized a need to
protect my hearing health. As a teenager, a concert
experience involving music at a physically painful level
was the first time I can remember noticing tinnitus - and it has been a presence that has come
and gone since. I also saw this as an opportunity to reconnect with my surroundings and
intentionally tune into the sounds of my environment and the people who share these spaces with
me each day.
I am both personally and academically interested in headphone use, as it is a phenomenon I aim
to draw into my research as a doctoral student in urban planning. In the conversations I started
to have about the spatial and social implications of this behaviour, I discovered a particular
element of headphone use that has lacked attention in research. One of the first things I notice
when removing my headphones as a pedestrian or transit user is a sudden sense of exposure - not
just to sounds I would normally override, but to other people and what they might do or say. As a
woman moving through a city alone, this feeling can be intensely uncomfortable and my
favourite music suddenly becomes more appealing as a shield to unwanted attention than as
pleasant accompaniment to my travels.
This represents another layer of headphone use that goes beyond enjoying music on the go. The
visible presence of headphones in someone’s ears is a social signifier we all recognize. It is
symbolic of a listener’s desire to obstruct interaction with others, and it is a barrier most of us
know is impolite to attempt to break. The desire to feel more protection and control in spaces
becomes magnified in places where the actions of others are unpredictable and social norms for
communication are put to the test.
Anecdotally, women have shared personal accounts with me that describe headphones as a tool
for avoiding undesired encounters in places like the gym or while using public transit. As many
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women experience, the train ride to work or the wait at the bus stop can come with uneasiness
while traveling alone. It is worth examining what the phenomenon of headphone use means for
women and what spaces are not offering us that we are instead creating for ourselves through our
acoustic choices.
Despite the listening goals that I set for myself last year, it has only been within the last six
months that I have truly reduced my use of headphones. As someone with a deep fascination
with sound and a lifelong love of music it was a very difficult pattern of behaviour to break. The
turning point that has changed my whole approach to listening was finding out that my husband
and I are expecting our first child. It has only been since then that I was able to remove myself
from my music and begin to tune into my environment in a completely different way. My ears are
now hyper aware of any passing car or person on the street, as my whole body listens for signals
to potential risks to the safety of my growing child.
Now that I am more fully immersed in the urban soundscape in its purest form, I find myself
missing the sense of security and power headphones gave me over my social and spatial
experiences. I do find myself navigating encounters with strangers that I could have more easily
avoided when I could symbolically close the door to conversation. There is a slight sense of
loneliness that I no longer feel comfortable filling with music, just in case I were to miss important
sonic warnings of danger. I feel even more aware of this possible danger in urban space, as I no
longer have my perceived protective barrier to experiencing it while moving through my city.
I know that I am not alone in these feelings. So many women have their own stories and
strategies for safely navigating urban settings. By examining our sonic environment and our
approaches to listening, I see the potential to uncover vital insights into women’s sense of safety in
a variety of urban settings. The first step is to seek out women’s stories and provide them with the
space to communicate these experiencing of listening, communicating and navigating the urban
world of sound.

Sarah Godfrey is a PhD student in the School of Planning at the University of Waterloo. Her doctoral
research focuses on women's urban soundscape experiences. Sarah's particular interest is in how women
navigate, listen and communicate in urban environments and how this is connected to their sense of
safety in cities.
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Pauline Oliveros: Listening
by Gayle Young
Pauline Oliveros, who died unexpectedly but peacefully at home
on November 24th, was immensely influential in many areas of
music and sound exploration. She maintained long-standing
connections with Canada, as outlined in the first section of this
article; the second section outlines some broader connections.
Pauline in Canada
Pauline’s first visit to Canada took place in 1966 when she
attended a summer course in electronic music at the University
of Toronto. Since she was working with the San Francisco Tape
Music Center that had opened in 1962, she wanted to learn about the studio in Toronto that
opened in 1959. One of the pieces she did that summer, I of IV, demonstrates the resourcefulness
that marks her music, and the active role of listening in her integrated compositional and
performance practice. Essentially she controlled oscillators that generated pitches that were
inaudible because they were above the human range of hearing, and made a live recording as she
derived audible difference tones from the higher pitches. (Two pitches played together of 45,000
and 45,440 Hz, for example, will produce a tone at A-440, the difference between the two
generating pitches.) To do this she relied solely on her ability to listen and respond, adjusting the
high frequencies and other electronic components to create a web of interaction.
By co-incidence, and unknown to Pauline, Marshall McLuhan was working nearby at the Centre
for Culture and Technology that summer. In his 1964 Understanding Media he described sound as a
unified field of instant relationships, and Pauline’s I of IV demonstrates this concept in action.
She was working with sound as a medium, almost a material, an approach that questioned thenaccepted understandings of the nature of music. Over the years she thoroughly explored that
unified field of relationships, engaging with many innovative technologies to enhance listening in
a multitude of communities.
In the early 1970s when Austin Clarkson invited Pauline to teach a summer course at York
University, the class cohered into a community that marked the beginning of many Canadian
friendships. In the mid-1980s Pauline came to Toronto for a lengthy residency that included a
Deep Listening workshop at my rural home in the Niagara region. We began with sonic
meditations indoors and then hiked into the nearby Forty Creek valley, where waterfalls cascade
over the Niagara escarpment. We climbed past rocks and trees, crossed the creek, and sang
together in an abandoned concrete water cistern in the forest partway up the other side of the
valley.
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Tina Pearson’s two extensive 1985 interviews with Pauline, published in Musicworks 31 and 33,
introduced Pauline’s music, scores, and sonic meditations to many readers. The interviews
describe a broad range of music practice: the importance of moving beyond assumed or habitual
responses by asking questions, the observation and cultivation of different forms of attention
experienced in performance, and the ongoing awareness of space as well as time in listening.
Pauline and her partner Ione (author and vocalist) were guests at many festivals across Canada,
with multiple residencies at the Newfoundland Sound Symposium in St. John’s, at Open Space in
Victoria, and many locations between. I am more familiar with the Ontario events, like the
Guelph Jazz Festival that Pauline attended many times, performing a stunning duet for solo
accordion and thunder storm in 1997. In 1999 she played in an abandoned department store
outfitted with several sound installations during the Open Ears Festival in Kitchener. In July 2000
Pauline and Ione facilitated a week-long Deep Listening Retreat at the Haliburton Forest,
adjacent to Algonquin Park. Here our sounds were accompanied by loons calling on a quiet lake,
and each night clouds of sparks from our campfire swirled toward the stars.
Pauline presented the keynote address at the Canadian New Music Network Forum in Ottawa
this past January, and played a wonderful concert with other Forum participants, organized by
Jesse Stewart. Her last visit to Canada took place in October when she played at the Music
Gallery in Toronto with Ione, Anne Bourne and Doug Van Nort, followed by a solo concert at
the Montréal Planetarium during the Red Bull Festival, and a talk the next day.
Pauline in the World
Pauline redefined and expanded our understandings of performance and composition, often
combining the two and bringing background elements into the foreground of our awareness. Her
emphasis on the importance of each site expanded on the standard practice by which musicians
adapt to the acoustics of each hall, and play differently outdoors. By acknowledging the acoustics
of specific sites, often giving a site an explicit creative role, Pauline integrated the location of an
event with her performances, and raised the overall level of attention we give our surroundings.
One of the most important areas of Pauline’s philosophy is her emphasis on bridging difference.
Her redefinition of a virtuoso musician as one who can play with anyone, in any style, expands
our musical identities, and puts entirely new sets of expectations in place. Who among us can
imagine possessing the skill to play in HipHop, Klezmer, and Bluegrass bands, plus the Boulez
Ensemble? Not only does the immense variety of musical experience require listening to different
sets of details in our playing, it also suggests that we cease identifying ourselves as one kind of
musician rather than another. Group identities can provide excuses to exclude forms of music
that we think are irrelevant to our interests - to stop listening. We might be challenged if we lose
our easily-understood identities because they provide a sense of belonging. Paradoxically, in
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reducing our reliance on such identities, engaging instead in a web of interaction, we enhance
our individual musical voices.
In this context I see Pauline’s achievements in relation to observations of broader cultural trends
outlined in Jane Jacobs’ 2004 book on cultural forgetting, Dark Age Ahead. The Wikipedia text
summarizing Jacobs’ book points out that Jacobs noticed the weakening of five key pillars of our
civilization: community and family, higher education, science and technology, taxes and
government responsiveness to citizens’ needs, and self-regulation by the learned professions. The
entry continues: “She argues that this decay threatens to create a dark age unless the trends are
reversed. Jacobs characterizes a dark age as a ‘mass amnesia’ where even the memory of what
was lost is lost.” In one chapter Jacobs tells of the destruction, over one generation, of China’s
extensive international trading system, after a victorious political faction made ship-building
illegal. This left leaving China defenseless when other sea-going nations arrived. The resonance
of this cultural forgetting lasted many centuries: I was surprised to learn that China ever had a
merchant marine heritage. I realized that the loss of our shared cultural knowledge is possible,
that it needs active protection.
Pauline’s redefinition of virtuosity takes Deep Listening beyond the hope that through listening
we can support one another in our personal and community creative development. It includes
this, and also reminds us to remember what we have achieved as a culture, and the importance of
keeping channels of communication open. Each of the five pillars listed by Jane Jacobs is reliant
on communication, and communication skills are today being undermined on a broad scale. We
are now in a time when we collectively seem to have forgotten how to listen to anyone we do not
already agree with. As many have commented, we need Deep Listening now more than ever. At
various times and places humans have established formal systems for discussion, for resolution,
for taking action to remedy injustice: the rules of formal debate, the rule of law, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. At other times these systems have been forgotten. Instead of
engaging with the complexity that surrounds us we retreat unchallenged to the comfort of habit,
to the echo chambers of familiarity. Listening to the unfamiliar is the only way out of the
labyrinth. Listening to sounds, even without words, begins the interchange. Pauline shows us the
way.
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Composer Alice Ping Yee Ho Wins the 2016 Louis Applebaum
Composers Award
by Ann Boyd
Toronto, November 8, 2016 - Composer Alice Ping Yee Ho is the 2016 recipient of the Louis
Applebaum Composers Award. This year’s $10,000 award recognizes excellence in a body of
work by an artist in the field of music composition for theatre, music theatre, dance or opera, and
will be presented at Toronto Masque Theatre’s Apollo and Daphne concert at Enoch Turner
Schoolhouse on Friday, November 18th.
One of the most acclaimed composers writing in
Canada today, Hong Kong-born Alice Ping Yee Ho is
a composer who has written in many musical genres
and received numerous national and international
awards, including the 2014 Prince Edward Island
Symphony Composers Competition, 2014 Kitchener
Waterloo Symphony Friendship Orchestral
Composition Competition, 2013 Dora Mavor Moore
Award “Outstanding Original Opera” for her opera
Lesson of Da Ji, 2013 Boston Metro Opera
Alice Ping Yee Ho (Photo by Bo Huang)

International Composition Competition, and 2000
K.M. Hunter Artist Award.

Often featured at national and international new music festivals, (such as ISCM World Music
Days, Ottawa Chamberfest, Denmark’s CRUSH New Music Festival, and Asian Music Week in
Japan) her works have also been performed by many major ensembles and soloists including the
China National Symphony, Polish Radio Choir, Finnish Lapland Chamber Orchestra, Esprit
Orchestra, the Toronto, Vancouver, Winnipeg, Victoria, and Windsor Symphonies, Amsterdam’s
Neuw Ensemble, Penderecki String Quartet, and Toronto’s New Music Concerts.
Ms. Ho holds a Bachelor of Music degree in composition with high distinction from Indiana
University and a Master of Music degree in composition from the University of Toronto. Ms. Ho
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was selected by a jury comprising Marie-Josée Chartier, choreographer and director (Toronto,
ON); Victor Davies, composer (Toronto, ON), and William Shookhoff, director (Toronto, ON).
The jury members stated that, “Alice Ping Yee Ho is a fresh and individual voice which blends
and juxtaposes Eastern and Western forms. She creates a strong musical connection that bridges
cultural communities, and exposes audiences to new sounds and ideas. Ms. Ho’s approach shows
a deep understanding of the important relationship between the stage and audience.”
The Louis Applebaum Composers Fund was established at the Ontario Arts Foundation in 1998
by Louis Applebaum to recognize excellence in music composition of any genre. Canadian
composer Louis Applebaum devoted his life to the cultural awakening of Canada, and this
magnificent obsession drove him to become a founder of the Canadian League of Composers
and the Canadian Music Centre. He was an instrumental figure in the early development of the
National Film Board, the Stratford Festival and the National Arts Centre. The Ontario Arts
Foundation manages the endowment that funds the award. The Ontario Arts Council
administers the nomination and selection process.
Previous recipients of the Louis Applebaum
Composers Award include: Mychael Danna
(film and television), Dean Burry
(composition for young people) David
Virelles (jazz), James Rolfe (theatre, music
theatre, dance or opera), Alexina Louie and
Alex Pauk (film and television), and R.
Murray Schafer (lifetime achievement).

Alan Walker, Alice Ho, and Jordan Applebaum
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Sound in the Land: Music and the Environment
by Wendalyn Bartley
The Conrad Grebel Review
Volumne 33, Number 2, Spring 2015
Conrad Grebel University College, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
Edited by Carol Ann Weaver, Dorren Helen Klassen, Judith Klassen
We are living in a time when the very health of our planet is in crisis,
sparking both political protest and the creative flourishing of new
energy technologies. It is this critical moment in history that was the
context for Sound in the Land: Music and the Environment, a conference
hosted in June, 2014 by Conrad Grebel University College, a
Mennonite institution of higher learning affiliated with the University
of Waterloo in Ontario, Canada. The college has now published the proceedings of this
conference as their Spring 2015 issue of the Conrad Grebel Review.
Part of the brilliance of the conference organized by composer, pianist and Professor Emerita of
Music at Conrad Grebel Carol Ann Weaver, was the weaving together of diverse creative
practices, musical traditions, and academic discourse to address the larger question of how sound
and music can contribute to the global environmental movement. For Weaver, it is imperative
that we relate who we are and what we do to the larger ecology of our planet, and the conference
provided the forum to explore our relationship to the earth, to ‘hear the earth’.
The conference in 2014 was the third iteration of Sound in
the Land, the two prior events happening in 2004 and 2009.
Those earlier conferences were largely focused on
Mennonite musical expressions, but with the 2014 edition,
the musical range included performances of music from
Korea and Bali, keynote addresses from Canada’s pioneer
of the sound ecology movement R. Murray Schafer and
the research from South African scientist Gus Mills, as well
as paper presentations by scholars from a wide range of
experience and backgrounds. Weaver states the she
envisioned Sound in the Land as a “tightly knit combination
of musical, sonic, aesthetic, environmental, scientific,
cultural, poetic, dramatic and spiritual expressions, all
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speaking for the earth rather than for just us people”. 1 This diversity is in fact what makes up the
growing field of ecomusicology to which this publication is a key contributor.
The journal is divided into four organizing themes: Perspectives of Sound, Mennonite
Soundscapes, Hearing the Natural World, and Attending to the Sacred. Contributions in Section
I address approaches to the act of listening, understanding the role sound plays in creating
human and planetary wellness, an overview of soundscape studies by Eric Leonardson,the
president of the World Forum for Acoustic Ecology and the impact of globalization on the
soundscape. It also includes an eloquent introduction to the work of internationally acclaimed
Canadian composer R. Murray Schafer, the originator of the term “soundscape” as well as the
entire field of acoustic ecology studies. Schafer gave one of the keynote addresses at the
conference and his essay Sound Around is included in this publication. He speaks about the
difference between listening to the soundscape and viewing the landscape as two different

Canoe birds greet the dawn sunrise, in ritual music at the lake by R. Murray Schafer performed at Sound in the Land. Photo
by Alan Morgan (used with permission)

1

Sound in the Land – Music and Environment, ed. Carol Ann Weaver, Doreen Helen Klassen, and
Judith Klassen, special issue, The Conrad Grebel Review 33, no. 2 (Spring 20150: 123
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experiences. “You are always at the edge of the landscape looking in, but you are always at the
center of the soundscape listening out”.2 The entire essay is full of questions and observations
related to the act of listening that inspires the reader to deepen their skills, practice and
awareness of sound.
This section also includes the essay Ordering of Sounds: Homogenization of Listening by Sabine
Breitsameter, an experimental audiomedia expert living in Darmstadt, Germany. Breitsameter
begins by referencing Canadian pianist Glenn Gould’s pioneering radio documentary entitled
The Quiet in the Land released in 1977 by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. This
documentary includes sounds of rural Mennonite life in Canada combined with multiple layers
of spoken conversation, requiring the listener to approach it as one might approach a fugue with
its distinctive sonic lines. Breitsameter makes the point that this stands in stark contrast to the
effects that globalization has had on both the soundscape in general and on our listening
behavior. She gives the example of how the sound of urban traffic is the same in India as in
Europe. Nothing distinctive is evident in these sounds that would identify a specific location or
culture. The essay concludes with a call to expand our appreciation of sound in all situations of
life, and not relegate it to music alone.
Mennonite Soundscapes is the focus for Section II. Since Mennonite culture includes a
commitment to promoting nonviolence and social justice, one aspect of the vision for Sound in the
Land was to expand that perspective to include peace and balance for the earth itself.
Interestingly, the subject of Gould’s radio documentary is referenced once again in Doreen Helen
Klassen’s essay “What you intended to say”: Howard Dyck Reflects on Glenn Gould’s The Quiet in
the Land.” The documentary includes conversations with Mennonite musicians and theologians
“who reflect on their Mennonite identity as a people that are in the world yet separate from it.” 3
Dyck was a former CBC radio producer as well as one of the documentary interviewees. The
essay gives the reader a deep insight into the ethos of Mennonite culture, providing a foundation
for the broader discussion of its distinctive soundscapes throughout Section II. For example,
Virgil Martin’s essay Exploring the Changing Soundscapes of Waterloo County provides a poetic and
fictional time-traveler’s account of what might have been heard over a 200-year period in the
predominantly rural Mennonite environment of Waterloo County (located in the province of
Ontario, Canada). Reflecting on how the sounds affect him, he concludes that it is not possible
to be a detached objective listener. We are all inextricably a product of our time, our culture, and
our values, and these factors influence our response to the sounds around us.

2

Ibid. 135.

3

Ibid. 176.
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Section III is dedicated to an in-depth look at several different soundscapes within the natural
world. In Gus Mills’ keynote address he provides us with a deeper understanding of the term
‘ecomusicology’. At its core, ecomusicology comes from a desire to hear the earth in a myriad of
ways, and to create musical and scholarly responses to what is discovered. It includes a “study of
music, culture and environment in all their complexities”.4 Mills’s personal contribution to this
growing field is rooted in his study of the relationships between the environment, predators and
their prey, and in specific his research in the Kalahari regions of Botswana and South Africa.
Mills’s essay in Sound in the Land provides detailed descriptions of the sounds made by various
predators of this environment as an example of one way it is possible to listen to the earth.
Two papers in this section explore the topic of birdsong, described by Lyle Friesen in his essay as
the most complex aspect of avian behavior. He makes the point that any one species may have
up to a dozen different songs in their repertoire, and that it is often the quality of the male’s voice
the female is most impressed by, rather than their bright plumage. He also discusses how various
events and landscape changes such as monoculture crops affect the bird population and the use
of their voice. Emily Doolittle approaches birdsong as many composers have done over the years
– as inspiration for her musical compositions. Her essay outlines how the characteristics of
different types of birdsong have influenced different composers. Implicit in her analysis is the
observation of a relationship and exchange between the nature-composer (birds) and the human
composer.
Section IV looks at how notions of the sacred impact both the creation of specific types of music
and also raises the topic of interspecies communication and connection. For me personally, this
question is a crucial one when considering ideas about the relationship between music and
nature, or, as I prefer to phrase it – between humans and the intelligence of nature. As
mentioned earlier, Mennonite culture has contributed greatly to peace and justice issues and this
conference was one way to expand those concerns to consider how music and sound could
further those ambitions. Thus many of the essays included are from the Mennonite perspective.
I would like to suggest that the inclusion of an indigenous perspective could also contribute
something essential to the conversation about how we both relate to nature. In Section I,
Weaver’s essay Notes toward Silence: A Way of Hearing the Earth speaks about the importance of
silence. Weaver quotes her Tanzanian-born friend Annetta Miller describing being with one of
her Kikuyu friends: “We often sit in silence, she and I, soul to soul, spirit to spirit, a
communication so easily found in Africa”.5 Weaver goes on to speak of the “silence of beauty

4

Ibid. 212.

5

Ibid. 124.
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and purity from which life comes and goes” 6, and how we are naturally drawn to silence, despite
of our Western-culture fear of it.
This essay in particular for me opens up the space for considering this deeper soul or spirit
connection to the natural intelligence. One of the distinguishing features of indigenous culture is
in how they speak about the animals, the trees, the waters, and even stones as relatives. They
understand that a consciousness is present at the core of nature and this belief grounds their
entire way of life, including their artistic expressions. My question is how can we in the industrial
world learn about deepening our relationship with nature itself and about communicating with
nature intelligence? Altering and deepening this relationship with nature will inevitably lead to
different practices, including hot issues such as energy extraction and pollution.
Another question would be to look at ways of incorporating sound into this form of
communication. Einstein stated that everything in life is vibration, and as musicians we know that
some of these vibrations are audible as sound and music. How can we work with sound as
vibration, including very specific frequencies, to enhance our relationship with nature and with
the consciousness at the heart of all life? These questions I believe are the next steps in
continuing the conversation that has been opened by the collection of essays found in Sound in the
Land. Just as Schafer’s book Tuning of the World opened up a whole new way of listening,
composing and thinking about the soundscape, I believe that this growing field of ecomusicology
can be an important voice towards creating a healthy way of living and being in the world in
partnership with the earth.

Wendalyn Bartley is a Toronto-based composer and vocal performance artist working in the field of
electroacoustics and improvisation, spanning the spectrum from concert music, soundtracks for film and
radio, place-specific compositions and sonic rituals. Her recent CD SoundDreaming: Oracle Songs from
Ancient Ritual Places was created from vocal improvisations made in megalithic temple and cave sites in
Malta and Crete. She also writes the In With the New column for Toronto’s The Wholenote magazine.
www.wendalyn.ca

6

Ibid. 125.
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Maya Badian: Composing A Life, Composing My Music
by Maya Badian
After the successful release on youTube of Orchestral
Mirrors of Life: Maya Badian’s Music in July 2012 (it
was watched by over 2,525 viewers around the
globe), the contemporary Canadian concert music
composer is celebrated with a newly released
30-minute documentary on youTube:
Maya Badian: Composing A Life, Composing My
Music (September 2016).
“The movie shares a unique portrait of a woman
who is not only a passionate and original female composer but also an example of ultimate
strength and perseverance.” (Adelina Suvagau, film producer). Some of Badian’s own orchestral
compositions -as well as an interview Maya Badian did with Jill Laforty of CBC Radio 2 -form
the musical background of this film.
Dr. Maya Badian recently completed the orchestral composition Canadian Soundscapes
Symphonic Suite, structured in six modules. With this work, placed on a stage in the traditional
concert hall, she created a musical canvas that symbolizes all of the musical heritages that are
part of Canadian musical multiculturalism. Badian dedicates this Symphonic Suite to all
Canadians, as Canada approaches the 150th anniversary in 2017.
“The multiculturalism that made an early impact has proven to be a huge influence in Maya
Badian’s compositions, as has our country’s varied and beautiful landscape. The titles of many of
her works, such as Cantata Canada for mixed chorus and orchestra, Reflets laurentiens - Concerto for
clarinet, saxophone and orchestra, or MultiMusic Canada, A Legacy for the New Millennium orchestral
fresco reflect her love of Canada”. - Taking note of an extraordinary life by Paula Roy (Kitchissippi
Times, November 4, 2010).
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Roberta Stephen Award Reports
Rita Ueda
With the assistance of the Roberta Stephen
Award, I was able to attend the Atlas Lab 2016
(August 26 – September 4) at the Amsterdam
Conservatory. Hosted by the Atlas Ensemble,
an intercultural orchestra made up of
traditional musicians from around the world,
the Atlas Lab 2016 was a fruitful and
stimulating series of immersive lectures,
workshops, discussions and concerts designed
to bring together nearly 60 western/nonwestern composers and musicians to create
cross-boundary and intercultural
collaborations. Each day began with a concert
followed by a technical demonstration by
members of the Atlas Ensemble on their instruments. Then, all participants came together for a
large improvisation session before breaking up into small groups to workshop individual pieces.
The Atlas Ensemble workshopped the first act
of my new dramatic work, Snow Woman for
sho (Japanese mouth organ - Naomi Sato),
shakuhachi (Japanese end-blown flute - Harrie
Starreveld), setar (Iranian/Candian lute Kiya Tabassian), guzheng (Chinese zither Ding Xueer) and kemençe (Turkish bowed
string - Neva Özgen). The performers gave
me valuable technical and musical advice, and
they shared with me their cultural approach to
musical/theatrical presentations. As well, they
were able to explore my score that comes from
the western experimental tradition.

In addition, I was able to have individual meetings with
Naomi Sato (sho), Harrie Starreveld (sho), Elshan Mnsurov
(kamancha), Elchin Nagijev (tar), Gevorg Dabaghian
(duduk), Neva Özgen (kemençe) and Kiya Tabassian (setar).
I also attended workshops by western musicians such as Ed
Spanjaard (conductor) and Ernestine Stoop (harp) on how
to approach intercultural collaborations
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Some of the most valuable group sessions were
demonstrations of collaborations between
musicians from different (and sometimes
politically conflicting) cultures: Gevorg
Dabaghian (Armenian duduk) performing with
Neva Özgen (Turkish kemençe), Naomi Sato
(Japanese sho) performing with Yifei Hua
(Chinese sheng), Elshan Mnsurov (Azerbaijani
kamancha) giving a masterclass to Niloufar
Shiri (Iranian kamanche) as well as an ensemble
performance with Bassem Alkhouri (Syrian
qanun), Nizar Rohana (Palestinian oud), Elchin
Nagijev (Azerbaijanian tar), Elshan Mnsurov
(Azerbaijani kamancha), Niloufar Shiri (Iranian kamanche) and Kiya Tabassian (Iranian/
Canadian lute).
Cross-border music making among cultural equals happened all day long every day during the
magical 10 days of the Atlas Lab 2016. It was a career-changing experience that truly confirmed
my faith in the human quest for artistic excellence. Much thanks to the Roberta Stephen Award
for helping me be a part of it.
http://www.atlasensemble.nl

Emily Doolittle
The Roberta Stephenson Award came at a most helpful time in my life. I had just moved
overseas (from Seattle to Glasgow, Scotland), had just left a full time faculty position, and had just
had my second child, and was finding it hard to get back into my career after so much disruption!
The award provided such encouragement, and enabled me to travel to Hereford, England, to
hear the UK premiere of my piece Green/Blue by the English Symphony Orchestra, conducted by
Ken Woods. The performance was fantastic, and was well received by the audience and critics. It
helped me feel more established as a composer in the UK, and has also led to a further exciting
project which will take place this spring. The English Symphony Orchestra, with violinist Harriet
Mackenzie, will be recording my piece falling still for a CD, to be released in April 2017. Many
thanks, both for the financial support and for the vote of confidence that this award provided!
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Member News
Murray Adaskin Composition Competition,
she gave a talk to their November 23, 2016,
breakfast meeting entitled, "Jean Ethridge:
Her Life and Music", which included
recorded examples of some of her
compositions from various periods of her life.
During the concert November 26, 2016,
students performed solo piano pieces by Jean
Ethridge, South Paw and The Other Paw,
piano duo pieces, Satier and Air, and an aria
from her opera, Lullaby from The Ballad of
Isabel Gunn. Jean performed two of her
piano compositions, Forlane and Variations
on a Swedish Folk Song.

The Muskoka Men of Song, a male choir of
35 voices premiered a four-part arrangement
by Frances Balodis of Ullswater, Ontario
of C is for the Christ Child at Christmas
Concerts on Sunday, December 10th at 2
p.m. and 7 p.m. at the Pinegrove Fellowship
Church in Bracebridge, ON. Frances is the
director of this choir.
Yellowknife composer Carmen Braden is
set to release her debut studio album Ravens
under the Centrediscs label. Launch concerts
will be held December 22nd in Yellowknife
and January 24th in Calgary. For more
information, see blackicesound.com

At the Canada Music Week recital November
20, 2016, for the East Kootenay Branch of
the BCRMTA, violin students played Jean's
Cradle Song.

Joanna Estelle, former ACWC Chair and
longtime Treasurer, is producing her first
commercial CD for release on the NAVONA
label and distribution internationally by
NAXOS in the fall of 2017. Her CD will
include choral performances by the Ottawa
Chamber Choir and the Ewashko Singers, as
well as several art songs and a piano suite.
This past September, she began her doctoral
studies in composition through the University
of Sheffield (UK) and is currently working on
a Byzantine liturgy as part of her programme
requirements. For more info, please visit her
website: www.joannaestelle.com

Hope Lee's composition Imaginary Garden IV
for recorder and trumpet received its
European premiere in Reutlingen, Germany
by Kristina Schoch and Simon Höfle on 14
October at a concert presented by the Musica
Nova concert series at the Stadtisches
Kunstmuseum. Imaginary Garden V for piano
and free bass accordion, commissioned with a
Canada Council grant, was premiered at the
Atrashii mimi Festival Tokyo, Japan by
Yumiko Meguri and Stefan Hussong on 5
November, followed by a performance on 4
December in Taipei, Taiwan at a concert cosponsored by the ISCM Taiwan section and
the Goethe Institute. Her work Rubbing Stone
for solo alto saxophone has been chosen by
the Donne in Musica, to be performed at

Jean Ethridge was featured composer for
Canada Music Week for the Victoria Branch
of the BCRMTA. As well as adjudicating the
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several concerts in various cities in Italy in
2017. forever after for solo flute will be
performed by flautist Mark McGregor in
Vancouver in 2017, followed by recording on
the Redshift label. This is a special project
with 17 works by Pacific Rim Composers.

Cecilia Livingston graduated with her
doctorate in composition from the University
of Toronto in 2015, as she began a two-year
fellowship with American Opera Projects in
New York. While her fellowship with AOP
continues in its second year, she is a Visiting
Research Fellow at King's College London,
working in musicology under the supervision
of Roger Parker, one of the world's foremost
authorities on the history of opera. She
thanks the London Goodenough Association
of Canada for their generous scholarship,
which has allowed her to live in the heart of
London, at Goodenough College in
Bloomsbury. She continues to balance
academia, composition, and sightseeing and
has learned to remember to bring her
umbrella.

Elise Letourneau's new cantata, The Virgin
Mary to the Child Jesus, poem by Elizabeth
Barrett Browning, is being premiered in
Ottawa ON on Sunday December 4 at
Dominion-Chalmers United Church. It is
being sung by the Cantiamo Girls' Choir of
Ottawa under the direction of Jackie Hawley
with soprano soloist Ellen McAteer, pianist
Laura Hawley, cellist Joan Harrison, and
flutist Elise Letourneau.

www.cecilialivingston.com
www.soundcloud.com/cecilia_livingston

There will be a second performance of the
cantata on Saturday December 10 in Almonte
ON presented by Jazzn.ca with The Juliet
Singers (Kathleen Eagan, Elise Letourneau,
and Rachel Beausoleil as featured soloist),
guest vocalist Lindsey Sikora, cellist Joan
Harrison, flutist Mike Tremblay, and pianist
Mark Ferguson.

Julia Mermelstein is currently taking part
in Musica Reflecta’s OPUS:TESTING
workshop where she will compose a piece for
soprano (voice) with Adanya Dunn and live
electronics with Zach Clark to be performed
in January at the CMC and Tranzac in
Toronto. Julia recently composed without
ground for Blue Rider Ensemble, and
premiered a collaborative dance piece,
RE:connect, for baritone saxophone,
electronics, and dancer at Dancemakers in
Toronto in May 2016. It will be performed for
a second time at FOOT(Festival of Original
Theatre) in February 2017 - http://
dramacentre.utoronto.ca/?page_id=2990

Elise's choral setting of the Shakespearean
text "Blow, Blow Thou Winter Wind" will be
premiered on Monday December 12 by the
Musica Viva Singers under the direction of
Scott Richardson.

Elise is just finishing up with the first semester
of directing Carleton University's brand new
vocal jazz ensemble.
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In June Laura Ellis gave the première
performance of Tawnie Olson’s Resurgam on
the Yale Carillon. Dr. Ellis subsequently
performed the work, which was
commissioned by the Yale Guild of
Carillonneurs, at the University of Florida in
September and at the Midwest International
Carillon Conference in October.

performed 27 times in Eastern Canada in
2016-2017 as part of that tour.
On Nov. 21 Ian David Rosenbaum performed
Olson’s Meadowlark, for marimba and
electronics, at National Sawdust in New York
City. Although Ian has played the first
movement of this piece many times, this was
the première of the complete work.
Meadowlark will be released on Ian’s album,
Memory Palace (VIA Records) in January, 2017.
www.tawnieolson.com

In July Olson’s Mirror Image received its
European première at the Time and Music
Festival in Finland; it was performed by violist
Elizabeth Reid MacQuillan. Olson’s Paraclete
received its Edmonton première at the C’mon
Festival, Echo Mazur performing.

Laura Pettigrew was commissioned by
award-winning international pianists
Borislava Taneva (Bulgaria) and Lilia
Boyadjieva (France), for a solo piano piece to
be premiered/performed in Europe in 2017.

In October, Olson’s Thorns was performed in
New York City by Dashon Burton, bassbaritone, and the Parthenia Viol Consort.
Olson’s Le Revenant was also performed by
Anna Tonna, mezzo soprano and Olga
Gurevich, piano at the National Opera
Center in New York City.

She is tremendously honoured to receive a
commission from Toronto Symphony
Orchestra; TSO’s Canada Mosaic Project for
Canada’s 150th, premieres - TSO December
13,2017, Regina Symphony Orchestra,
November 25, 2017!

Olson’s Spring and Fall: to a young child was
selected for performance in the IAWM
annual call for scores, and was performed by
the UL Lafayette Chamber Chorus, William
Plummer, conductor, in Lafayette, LA on Oct.
22 and in New Orleans, LA on Nov. 4.
On Nov. 3, Magali Simard-Galdès, soprano
and Olivier Hébert-Bouchard, piano
performed the world première of Olson’s
Three Songs on Poems by Lorri Neilsen Glenn at
Maureen Forrester Hall at the University of
Waterloo. This work was commissioned by
the Canadian Art Song Project for Ms.
Simard-Galdès’ Jeunesses Musicales Maureen
Forrecter Tour. Olson’s songs will be

She received an artist residency in June at
Wildacres, Little Switzerland, NC. Her work
Soaring……on eagles’ wings was premiered July
1, 2016 by Wildacres Flute Quintet.

Her work Echoes on Deception Lake (flute/piano)
was recorded by Laurel Swinden, University
of Guelph to her new CD “Celebrating
Canadian Women!”
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In the fall she received commissions from
Manotick Brass Ensemble, Ontario, for
Canada’s 150th to be premiered in 2017. She
was also commissioned by Janice Joyce
Robinson (principal assistant flute, Atlanta
Baroque Orchestra), premiere January 31,
2017 in Atlanta, Georgia and Beth Kupsco
(principal assistant flute, Rocky Mount
Symphony), premiere June 2017.

Bekah's piece bud was also selected for
performance by Rhode Island-based new
music group Verdant Vibes, after an open
call-for-scores that received over 400
submissions. Additionally, Caution Tape
Sound Collective (of which Bekah is coartistic director) has been invited to present a
set at the Music Gallery's "Emergents" series
on February 4, where her microtonal electric
guitar drone piece impurity chains will receive a
tertiary performance by NYC-based
composer/performer Andrew Noseworthy.

www.laurapettigrew.com

Katya Pine is co-composing the soundtrack
of an independent documentary film with
composer Jeannie Tejkel. The Moving Child
will be screened in Vancouver and at U.S.
conferences over the next few months.
Additionally Katya has begun to compose the
music to the operatic libretto More Than a
Queen by Vancouver author and librettist,
felicia Klingenberg.
http://www.pineproductions.ca

Bekah Simms was recently named by CBC
as one of Canada's hot 30 classical musicians
under 30 (http://www.cbcmusic.ca/posts/
11704/30-hot-canadian-classicalunder-30-2016) in addition to being selected
for several exciting opportunities, including
the CMC, CLC, and Continuum's
mentorship project "PIVOT," which has seen
her working with Montreal-based acousmatic
composer Martin Bédard on a new work for
sextet and electronics to be premiered by
Continuum on March 25, 2017 at the Music
Gallery in Toronto, ON.
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ACWC Opportunities
Edith Covach describes the Piano Collective
in these words, "The ACWC Piano Collective
is made up of ACWC composers who
compose piano music for beginning and more
advanced piano students, and those who write
teaching materials encouraging students at all
levels to explore composition, improvisation
and use of their creative voice." The
Collective seeks to bring together composers
working with piano students on various
levels, and allow for performance venues for
ACWC Piano Collective composers. As well,
the Collective encourages members who
teach piano to teach their students
composition and improvisation. The
Facebook Group encourages Piano Collective
members to submit comments and writings
about their own piano teaching, piano
composing, and how to work effectively with
students in creative ways.

DOUBLE CALL: Join ACWC
Piano Collective & Send Piano
Scores for May 2017 Concert
(1) Call for ACWC members to join the
ACWC Piano Collective
(2) Call for Piano Scores for ACWC Piano
Collective Concert, Sunday, 3:00 pm, May
28, 2017, at Conrad Grebel Chapel/University
of Waterloo, Ontario.
Deadline for Scores: March 1, 2017
The newly-minted ACWC Piano Collective
presents this Double Call for membership and
scores. In order to have your music
considered for this concert, you first need to
join this collective, which is geared towards
composing piano music suitable for beginnerto-intermediate piano students (c. ages 7 15). The May 28, 2017 concert will be
performed by piano students of ACWC piano
teachers in Southern Ontario, so it is essential
that your music works well for students in
these categories. In order to join the
collective, please contact Piano Collective
Coordinator, Edith Covach
<aeschbacher_e@rogers.com> or ACWC
Chair, Carol Ann Weaver
<caweaver@uwaterloo.ca>. Also, join us at
the ACWC/AFCC Piano Collective Facebook
Group, which is a closed group, but all you
need to do is request membership, and you
will be added asap!

Call for Scores: ACWC Oct 20, 2017
CONCERT: Women Composers
Focus on Environment & Celebrate
Canada
Deadline: May 30, 2017
Scores are now being accepted for an allACWC concert focusing on climate change
and endangered species as we celebrate
Canada's 150 anniversary, Oct 20, 2017,
sponsored by ACWC and Heliconian Club.
Scores may include piano solo or duo, flute,

Once you have joined the ACWC Piano
Collective, you will be personally contacted
about submitting scores for the May, 2017
concert.
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•
•

Bb or bass clarinet, bassoon, 2 violins, viola,
cello, and soprano or alto vocals with texts by
Canadian women writers. Other scorings are
possible if a composer pays for extra
performers. Pieces cannot exceed 8 minutes
max. Send all pdf scores to concert
coordinator, Kye Marshall
<kyemarshall@rogers.com>. Send all mp3
audio files to Kye Marshall as well via
WeTransfer

36 years of age or older;
finished their basic training in music
(university graduation or equivalent in
specialized training) and either be
ready to undertake a professional
career, or, having already attained a
professional level, be undertaking
advanced studies.

Application Procedure:
Please refer to https://acwc.ca/ for the
application form and instructions. In addition
to the application form, applicants should
submit their curriculum vitae as well as scores
and recordings of at least three of their works
in electronic format (e. g. mp3, pdf) for a
maximum of ten minutes of music.

Reminder: rehearsal time will be limited so
send scores that will work well for this
concert. More information on the ACWC
website https://acwc.ca/news/

Roberta Stephen Award
Applications will be adjudicated by an
international panel of women composers. The
two successful applicants will be announced
by March 1, 2017.

The Roberta Stephen Award, worth $500,
offers support to a Canadian woman
composer aged 36 or older for professional
development such as further studies,
conferences, or workshops, or composers’
festivals. The prize was created by the
generous provision of composer and publisher
Roberta Stephen and is administered by the
Association of Canadian Women Composers.
Two awards are available each year.

Award winners are required to submit a report
on how the award has assisted them in their
work as a composer. This report will be
published in the ACWC Journal and on the
New Works Calgary website.
In addition to the cash prize, new works
directly resulting from the award will be
considered for a première in a New Works
Calgary concert or Calgary New Music
Festival conditional on instrumentation and
programming considerations.

Deadline: January 30, 2017
Amount: $500.00
Eligibility
Candidates must have a history of public
presentation of their work and must be:
• Canadian citizens or permanent
residents of Canada;
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Composer Opportunities
talented contemporary composers from
around the world that are in the process of
launching their careers.

Furore Verlag “On the move”
competition

Together with guidance from this year’s guest
composers Unsuk Chin (Germany/South
Korea) and Chris Paul Harman (Canada),
selected participants will develop their artistic
practice and build professional networks
through hands-on seminars, rehearsals and
performances with a resident ensemble, and
other professional development activities.

Deadline: April 15, 2017
Seeks scores by women composers of all ages
and nationalities for brass quintet (2 trumpets,
horn, trombone, tuba) on the theme of “on the
move (Aufbruch).”
Desired duration of works: 10 minutes

There are no tuition fees to attend the
workshop, and participant accommodations
are provided free of charge. Travel to and
from the workshop is the sole responsibility
of the participant.

The works of the first three prize winners will
be given their first festive performance by the
Brass Quintet of the Germany Military Brass
Band on the 29th August 2017 at 8.00 pm in
the Church of Sankt Elizabeth in Kassel,
Germany, during the famous “documenta”
Festival in Kassel.

Applications will be reviewed by an expert
panel of composers, performers and industry
professionals. We welcome submissions from
around the world, however classes will be
conducted in English only.

If possible in addition the following monetary
prizes shall be provided: 1st Prize: Euro
2,000; 2nd Prize: Euro 1,000; 3rd Prize: Euro
500. The prize-winning works will be
published by Furore Verlag.

Visit our webpage for more information or
apply now.

For more information, visit: http://furoreverlag.de/en/

Oriana Women's Choir 2016/17
Choral Composition Competition

Soundstreams Emerging Composers
Workshop

Deadline: Feb 24, 2017.

May 19-28, 2017
Toronto, Canada

Unpublished and unperformed choral works
between 3 and 5 minutes for SSA or SSAA (a
cappella or with piano) are eligible in this
competition for Canadian composers of any
age. The winning composition will be
performed at Oriana's May 27 2017 concert
and receive a $1000 cash prize.

Application deadline: 16 December 2016
Soundstreams’ Emerging Composer
Workshop returns in May to offer six up-andcoming composers a unique mentorship
opportunity. This exciting professional
development program focuses on supporting

More information available here.
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Contacts

Reminder

Board of Directors

Membership dues ($40 - Active Members,
$35 - Associates/Affiliates, $25 - Student
Members) are payable annually on July 1.
They can be paid on our website using
PayPal, or mail a cheque directly to:

Chair, Carol Ann Weaver
Treasurer, Janet Danielson
Secretary, Hillary Thomson
Journal Editor, Tawnie Olson
Web Manager, Katerina Gimon
Representative - West Coast, Janet Danielson
Representative - Prairies, Laura Pettigrew
Representative - Ontario, Edith Covach
Representative - East Coast, Mary Knickle
International Liaisons, Emily Doolittle,
Tawnie Olson
ACWC Founder, Carolyn Lomax

ACWC
10158 Fifth Street
Sidney, BC V8L 2Y1

Current Board Positions
to be Filled
Archivist
Representative - Quebec



Do you have composer news for the ACWC Journal?
Would you like to contribute an article?
Contact our editor, Tawnie Olson, at acwcbulletin@gmail.com.
Submissions for the Spring/Summer edition must be received by
May 30, 2017.
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